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How did ordinary Romans talk? The Latin that we learn at school or university is literary, 

official, upper-class Latin. It is quite right that it should be, because most of the interesting 

things written in Latin are in this sort of language, just as most English books that are worth 

reading are written in standard English. However, it is natural that we should be curious 

about the Latin spoken by the ordinary Roman soldier, worker or tradesman. Perhaps we 

can take it for granted that it was different from that of the educated classes: but to what 

extent did it differ, and in what ways? Can we ever find this out? 

 

The answer is that, to some extent, we can. There are three sources of evidence: (1) explicit 

statements and allusions in classical authors: (2) the indirect evidence provided by the 

Romance languages; and (3) the documents actually composed by ordinary, less well 

educated Romans. 

 

An example of the first of these types of evidence is the anecdote in Suetonius about the 

Emperor Vespasian. Vespasian was a country lad, and did not always trouble to use the 

accepted urban pronunciation. A friend of his, called Florus, once criticised him for calling a 

cart plostrum instead of plaustrum. Vespasian at the time said nothing, but on the following 

day greeted him as "Flaurus". (Incidentally, phlauros in Greek means "good-for-nothing".) 

Clearly, plostrum was the ordinary, rustic pronunciation of this word. There is other 

evidence that the long vowel o was substituted for the diphthong au in ordinary spoken 

Latin. Perhaps the best-known example of all is that of Clodius, Cicero's opponent, who 

abandoned the traditional spelling of his family name, Claudius, in favour of the spelling 

with o. The new spelling may well have reflected the popular pronunciation more closely. 

 

Together with chance pieces of information such as the above, we should place in this first 

category the various statements about incorrect or dialectal usage in grammatical writers, 

and also the imitations of half-educated speech in Petronius's Cena Trimalchionis. The 

speeches of the freedmen in the Cena are not authentic documents of popular Latin usage. 

They are imitations by an educated writer of what he thought popular speech was like: it 

may be interesting to compare, for example, the imitations of Cockney speech to be found 

in Dickens. Some of the features may be exaggerated for satirical effect, while some genuine 

features of ordinary spoken Latin may not be reflected there at all. We also have to reckon 

with the possibility that some of the original oddities of language intended by Petronius may 

have been smoothed out by well-meaning editors and copyists. 

 

 



Latin and French 

 

Our second source of information is an indirect one. The modern Romance languages – 

French, Italian, Spanish and so on – descend from Latin; and we can find out, by examining 

and comparing them, what type of Latin they derive from. If we compare the modern 

languages with evidence of the type mentioned above, we can reach some interesting 

conclusions. It often seems that the modern languages preserve words or forms that were 

considered incorrect or "slangy" in the classical period. For example, one of the characters 

in Petronius says inveniemus quod manducemus: literally, "we'll find something to chew" – a 

slang way of saying "we'll find something to eat". Petronius clearly used the word 

manducare here as one of the more noticeable features of this character's style of speaking: 

you would not find this sort of phrase in the formal writings of Cicero, Seneca or Tacitus. But 

in later Latin, for example in the Latin Bible (the Vulgate), manducare becomes the most 

common word for "to eat"; and the French for "to eat" is manger, which derives from 

manducare. The usual Classical Latin word for "to eat", edo (esse), has left no direct 

derivative in French: the slang word is the one that has survived. 

 

Another example to illustrate the same principle: there is a late Latin grammatical work 

called the Appendix Probi, which consists of a list of common misspellings and incorrect 

forms, together with corrections. Amon g these we find the word sifilus, given as a mistaken 

form for sibilus "whistle". We do not find sifilus in Classical Latin texts, but we do find its 

derivative in French (the verb siffler). Probably sifilus was originally an Italian country dialect 

form, like Vespasian's plostrum: the presence of f in the middle of a word (for reasons too 

complicated to discuss here) is usually an indicator of "rustic" dialectal origin. 

 

The writings of ordinary Romans 

 

Our third source of information consists of actual documents written by ordinary Romans. 

The word "documents" is to be understood here in its widest sense: it includes inscriptions, 

graffiti, curse-tablets, private letters written on papyrus or other materials, or writings 

transmitted in manuscript like the rest of Classical literature. These come from widely 

differing dates and places; all they have in common is that they contain linguistic features 

that do not obey the rules of Classical Latin. Their total volume amounts to much less than 

we might like, and often they are less good than one might expect as evidence for how the 

Romans actually talked. Most people who write at all make some effort to write correctly, 

i.e. in accordance with the standards of written usage accepted in their time, even if their 

own normal speech differs from the standard language in some respects, Sometimes they 

succeed almost entirely, in which case we can tell nothing from their writings about any 

peculiarities of their spoken language. For example, most of the tablets from Vindolanda are 

written in virtually correct Classical Latin: so they do not tell us much that we want to know 

in this context. it is only when people fail to conform with standard usage, or perhaps do not 



bother to try to write correctly, that their natural non-standard speech habits may show 

through. Even then, not every variation from the rules of Classical Latin need be an exact 

reflection of the habits of ordinary speech: after all, people sometimes just make mistakes. 

 

Claudius Terentianus 

 

Of this third type of evidence, some of the best and earliest is provided by the papyrus 

letters of one Claudius Terentianus, a soldier with the Roman fleet in Egypt during Trajan's 

reign. Although these letters (found under the stairs in a house excavated at Karanis) have 

been available in published form for quite a long time, and have been a subject of specialist 

research, they do not seem to have become generally known. They are, however, of 

considerable interest. Here is an extract: 

 

. . . Rogo te, pater, ud contentus sis ista. Modo si non iacuisse, speraba me pluriam [? 

= plura iam] tibi missiturum, ed itarum spero si vixero. Rogo te, pater, si lare[s] ed 

udones par. Caligae autem nucleatae nugae sunt, bis me im mensem calcio. Et rogo 

ut mi mittas dalabram. Ea quam mi misisti, optionem illan mi abstulisse, sed gratias 

illi ago [ . . .] Ed praeterea oro et rogo te, pater, ut continua mihi rescribas de salutem 

tuam, te habere bona re acceptam . . . Et si deus volueret, spero me frugaliter 

viciturum, et ill cohortem transferri. Hic autem sene aere nihil fiet, neque epistulae 

commandaticiae nihil valebunt, nesi si qui sibi aiutaveret . . . Salutat te mater mea ed 

pater ed fratres mei, et scias domo perbene omnia recte esse . . . 

 

" . . . (after a long list of things sent in a parcel) . . . I ask you, father, to be content with 

those. If only I hadn't been ill, I hoped to send you more and I hope I shall again if I live. I ask 

you, father, if it seems right to you, to send me from there some leather ankle-length boots 

and a pair of socks. My hobnailed [?] boots are hopeless. I have to get them soled twice a 

month. And please send me an axe. The one you sent me, the optio [centurion's assistant] 

took it away from me, but I am grateful to him [. . .] And besides I ask and beg you, father, to 

write back to me immediately and tell me how you are and that you have received the 

goods . . . And if God is willing, I hope to live frugally and to be transferred into a cohort [i.e. 

from his present post in the fleet]. But here nothing will happen without money, and letters 

of recommendation won't do any good, unless a man looks after himself . . . My mother and 

father* and brothers send their greetings . . . Everything at home is absolutely fine. . .” 

 

[*There is a problem about Terentianus's father – he seems to have two! The one referred 

to here, called in the next letter Ptolemaeus, may be his real father, while the recipient of 

the letters, who is called Claudius Tiberianus, may be an adoptive father.] 

 

Let us look at some of the "peculiarities" of Terentianus' Latin. 

 



ud, ed, reliquid: the d appears for final t, indicating a weakening of pronunciation, as in 

colloquial English "geddit" for "get it". 

 

ista: seems to be used instead of the ablative istis. Confusion of cases, especially accusative 

with ablative, is common in these letters: this is the first stage in the break-up of the Latin 

case system. Various factors may have contributed to the confusion. The loss of final m (see 

next note) meant that many accusative singular forms became very similar to the 

corresponding ablative. And the Romans seem to have had as much difficulty as we do in 

keeping to the classical rules about cases after prepositions: see below de salutem tuam, 

con [i.e. cum] matrem meam, con tirones. 

 

iacuisse, speraba, etc.: in these first-per son forms the final m is not written. On the other 

hand. Terentianus sometimes writes a final m where there should not be one, e.g. factam 

est for facta est. This can only indicate that final m had been entirely lost in popular 

pronunciation by this time. It was weakly pronounced in standard Latin, cf. the rule that a 

vowel + m is elided in poetry. This change alone makes some words take on an Italian or 

Spanish air: compare Terentianus's speraba with Spanish esperaba. 

 

missiturum, viciturum: these future participle forms have replaced the irregular classical 

missurum, victurum, Petronius makes one of his characters use the form vinciturum from 

vinco, instead of victurum. Examples of this replacement of irregular forms by more regular-

looking ones, called "analogical re-modelling", are to be found in the history of most 

languages. 

 

itarum, dalabram, nese/nesi, sene, volueret, aiutaveret: all these words show variation in 

the vowels from the classical forms, iterum, dolabrum, nisi, sine, voluerit, adiuta verit, The 

change from short i to e is particularly persistent, and its results are to be seen in the 

Romance languages. e.g. Latin piscem, Italian pesce: Latin crescit, Italian cresce. 

 

optionem . . . abstulisse: Terentianus has got his grammar mixed up here: he has slipped 

into the construction of indirect speech where he ought still to be in the indicative. 

 

te habere bona re acceptam: the use of habere with the past participle, though not 

unknown in Classical Latin, here anticipates the formation of the perfect tense in modern 

languages ("I have received", "j'ai reçu", etc.). Bona re is presumably for the accusative 

bonum rem, literally "the good stuff", hence "the goods"; in Classical Latin this would be 

expressed by the neuter plural of the adjective alone, bona. 

 

neque . . . nihil, perbene . . . recte: in both of these phrases two words are used where one 

would have been correct (pleonasm), as in English "I don't know nothing". 

 



aiutaveret: the d of Latin adiutare has been lost, as in the modern Italian form aiutare. 

 

Conclusion 

 

On the basis of this extract alone, we may note the following features of second-century AD 

spoken Latin: 

 

(a) Final m was not pronounced. 

 

(b) Perhaps largely because of (a ), the distinction between the accusative and ablative 

cases was almost lost. (For example, if one drops the final m of the accusative, the 

accusative and ablative of mater are both matre.) 

 

(c) There had been a number of changes in vowels, such as the replacement (in 

unstressed syllables) of short i by short e. These changes show that Latin had already 

taken the first steps towards Italian as regards the vowel system. 

 

(d) The Romance tendency to use the verb habere with the past participle, instead of 

the inflected perfect tense, had already started. 

 

(e) Irregular forms of the future participle were replaced by new, more regular-looking 

forms in -iturum. 

 

(f) There was a tendency to use pleonastic constructions such as double negatives, or 

intensifying repetitions like perbene . . . recte. 

 

(g) The word-order and constructions are generally straightforward, as is only to be 

expected. But there is nothing in the patterns of word-order that is observably 

different from Classical Latin. The verb has a tendency to come at the end of its 

clause, just as in more literary texts. 

 

The fluency and vivid ness of these letters gives the reader an impression of what it would 

be like to listen to Claudius Terentianus himself speaking. This becomes all the stronger if 

one knows Italian and can recognise words like aiutare. The second-century pronunciation 

of such words may not have been very different from that of the corresponding words in 

modern Italian. Of course, we have to use our imagination to fill in the accent and 

intonation, and we have no means of knowing whether our imagination is right. Only the 

discovery of a miraculously preserved second-century AD Roman tape recording could 

decide that issue. But leaving that aside, these letters written on papyrus are the closest we 

shall get to Latin as it was spoken by ordinary people in the reign of Trajan. 
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